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FPGAs are often used in high speed networking and telecommunications environments, where they have been shown to be very capable of line rate forwarding and routing. However, complex processes are more easily described in high-level software. In addition, many researchers do not have backgrounds in complex hardware design. NetThreads10G is a solution to both of these problems — a soft, multithreaded multicore network processor implemented on the NetFPGA-10G[1], and software programmable using C. NetThreads10G is a port and upgrade of the original NetThreads [2] system designed for the NetFPGA: the number of cores has been doubled, packet buffer capacity increased, and a new Ethernet packet based programming system has been implemented.

NetThreads10G has a bus-based architecture connecting four MIPS-like processors to a shared data cache and a shared packet I/O buffer (Figure 1). Each core has a private instruction cache and four independent threads executed in a round robin fashion. Sixteen hardware locks are included for protecting critical code sections. The NetFPGA-10G on-board RLDARAM provides up to 128MB of main memory.

During the demonstration, a sample application is developed and compiled using the NetThreads cross compiler tool. NetThreads10G is configured on the NetFPGA10G, and the application is downloaded remotely via Ethernet packets. The application is a deep packet inspection program that can detect suspicious keywords in packet payloads and keeps a record in shared memory. The demo shows how NetThreads affords us complete programmable and stateful control over OSI Layer 2 and above.

The demonstration also shows NetThreads in the context of the SAVI (Smart Applications on Virtual Infrastructure) testbed. SAVI[3] is a new approach to network and Internet infrastructure - completely virtualized and extremely flexible, it views infrastructure as “converged”, where processing, compute, networking and reconfigurable resources are all part of a shared and managed pool. Having reconfigurable hardware in such a virtualized and programmable environment will open up new avenues of research in reconfigurable systems.
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